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Dear Reader,
We’ve done it!
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Starting with $30,000 a little over 10 years ago, the Trend
Portfolio has finally passed the $1,000,000 mark! We were close
to the magical mark back in December, but the market got a little
volatile, and we had to wait for everything to work itself out.
But we are here now!

Editorial
•

Trend Portfolio Tops
$1 Million!

PTP Stocks
•

Stock positions top
$98,000.

PTP Options
•

Options gain more
than $907,000.

There are few things that I can say that demonstrate the power
of my Trend Portfolio system and my Trendsetter Strategy than
these kinds of real performance numbers.
Holding just 12 stocks at a time – some of them have been in my
Trend Portfolio since the beginning – my system proves that a
simple, long-term plan with quality stocks can achieve big results.
This also shows that combined with my unique, simple options
strategy, those performance results can be leveraged
significantly. All this can be done without chaining your leg to your
desk and making portfolio management a full-time job!
Let’s look at the results.

All the best,
Michael Proffe

Proffe’s Trend Portfolio ®

PTP Breaks $1 Million
This graph shows not only the power in my investing system, but also the power of growing your
asset base. Notice how steeply the performance of the portfolio climbs as the value increases. This
is the secret behind great performance. Start slowly, but have patience. Stick with great stocks and
as your asset size grows, your performance will soar!

Patience Is the Key to Great Performance as we reached $1,005,656.

Now that we’ve reached the $1 million mark, what’s stopping us from going further? With
MegaTrend stocks, the answer is – nothing!
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PTP Stocks
As you can see below, the stock portfolio started at just $15,000, and it’s now very close to topping
$100,000. Other services would just brag about this aspect of their system. For us, this is only the
beginning of the wealth journey.
At the core of all my investment products is my Trendsetter Strategy that helps me pick the best
stocks out there, and not just the stocks that are hot right now. That would mean constantly
swapping one hot stock for another. Instead, I developed a selection process that allows me to pick
the best stocks for years to come! That way I don’t have to sit at my computer screen and watch
every tick and worry about when to get in and out.
As you can see, my Trendsetter Strategy isn’t theoretical. It has, once again, proven itself in the real
world!

PTP Stocks Have Tripled in Value Since We Started

Despite market corrections and tumultuous current events over the last year and a half, our stock
portfolio has remained strong and thrived to reach $1,000,000!
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PTP Options
The options in the Trend Portfolio are the real power behind the portfolio. Again, my unique options
strategy makes it very easy for even a stock-only investor to get involved in these options. My goal
as an engineer turned market analyst was to build a simple system that could be replicated easily,
yet maximize performance for the average investor. I’m pretty sure you’ve never heard of an options
strategy like mine.
You can’t deny that the results are impressive! This is why I encourage all of you to get involved in
the options side of this portfolio, or subscribe to one of my options packages that I offer once or
twice a year. They’re very easy, and I make every effort to limit the amount of risk while maximizing
potential gains.

PTP Options Turbocharge Your Returns

My conservative and simple approach leverages gains without the risk and has had a big hand in
this exciting milestone that we’ve reached.
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Like their stock counterparts, you can see where the smaller positions were successful, but that
success grew exponentially as the size of the portfolio grew. That’s the real secret behind making
money – asset size. The more you have working for you – assuming you have the right stocks – the
faster you can reach your goals.
With PTP, my focus has always been to help my subscribers build their wealth responsibly, but it
has also been about building it significantly, without taking on unecessary risks or turning it into a
full-time job, and now that we’ve hit our first million,
I look forward to having you on board for the next million! It will only take a fraction of time to
get there, so let’s get started.
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this report should be made only after
reviewing the prospectus or financial
statements of the company. Proffe’s Trend
Portfolio does not provide individual
investment advice, or act as an investment
adviser, or individually advocate the
purchase or sale of any security or
investment. Neither Proffe Invest Inc. nor our
employees are compensated in any way by
the companies whose stocks or options we
recommend.

